Baby Earth

In this song, titled Baby Earth, I am comparing the earth with a newborn baby. Just like our young ones, the earth is fragile and needs our supervision. But from our birth till we die, the baby pollutes the ground under its own feet. So our earth is becoming more and more polluted. This is also a danger for our babies.

From the minute they’re born, they inhale the gases from cars and factories. That’s why I’m filled with fear, for a double reason:
First the health of our children is at stake
And second, the health of our earth is at risk.
We should take care of them both.

That is why I wrote this song, because I want my children to have a healthy, happy life on a healthy and happy earth.

Songtext Baby Earth

Baby’s sleep in their mummy’s belly,
Like our resources are deep down in Mother Earth.
Mothers brest keeps the new borns alive,
and groundwater feeds the earth under our feet.

A fear that the earth will disappear.
A fear that kids won’t have the chance to grow up.
We have the future of the earth in our hands,
so let’s cherish it like our own child.

The baby’s first ecological footprint,
breathing dirty atmospheric dust.
The pollution in our cities will kill them.
Tsunami-tears roll down from their cheeks.